Summary of the Washington D.C. Spiritual Warfare Trip
by Dr. Jonathan Hansen
(NOTE: No copying of this document is allowed without permission from the author,
Dr. Jonathan Hansen of World Ministries International.)

On Monday, January 11, 2010, I flew from Seattle Tacoma Airport to Reagan Airport in Washington D.C., where
from Tuesday, January 12th through Tuesday, January 19th we prayed approximately 6 to 8 hours a day. This prayer was
either intense spiritual warfare intercession with revelation from the Lord or a spirit of prayer throughout the day as we
walked the area, focusing primarily on the Capitol Building, the Supreme Court and the White House. I would get up at
approximately 4:30 a.m. and by 5:00 to 6:00 a.m., I would begin imparting into the lives of the different team members,
and they would also impart into mine.

The team consisted of myself, Dennis M., Len P., Mike D., Adrian S., Jonathan Q., Bob J. and Mike L. The purpose of
this mission trip was to intercede on behalf of the nation and to pray that America will not fall under tyranny, as it has
been moving toward Socialism or worse. We prayed daily at the home of Dick Simmons, founder of Men for Nations,
located immediately behind the Supreme Court building with the Capitol building across the street from the Supreme
Court. These buildings were clearly visible from the living room window. The office of Jay Sekilow of American
Center for Law & Justice (ACLJ) is just adjacent to Dick Simmon’s condo. Dick has been on the forefront faithfully
interceding for this nation at this same location for 16 years.
At 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, January 20th, the team flew from Reagan International Airport back to Seattle, with the
exception of Adrian S. who left on Friday, January 15th for a previous ministry engagement and Mike L. who caught a
later flight that same day.

The success of this trip depended upon as much unity as possible (Eph. 4:1-6) with focused anointed warfare prayer
coupled with knowing the will of God through understanding the word of God. This foundation ensured that the
intercession would be scriptural and not of the flesh through immaturity or ignorance. I stressed these points continually
throughout the day, imparting into the lives of our team. We had a good team, and each one contributed to the degree that
they had been developed.
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This report is not exhaustive, as I thought it was being recorded. Thus, it is from the notes I recorded in my personal daily
planner to recall some of the points that the Holy Spirit had revealed to me through visions, discernment, and revelation,
and a few things I noted that were revealed to different team members.

Dick Simmons believes that the Lord has told him that if 500,000 men will pray from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. daily on
behalf of this nation, we can turn the nation around and stop abortion. From 1958-60 Simmons prayed with Pat
Robertson. In 1961 Dick was on staff with David Wilkerson and started the first Teen Challenge Center. In 1982 he
told Pat Robertson that if 100,000 men would pray between the hours of 5:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m., their intercession would
turn the nation around and stop abortion. Twenty years later Pat Robertson asked Dick Simmons if 100,000 men
interceding could still turn the nation around and stop abortion. Dick told him, “No, now it would take 500,000 men” as
the nation has become progressively more vile. Today the need is for a half-million men giving their first fruits of the day
sacrificing for 2 hours a day from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m.

I personally believe the reason Simmons said between 5:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. is because God is the God of our first
fruits; our tithe unto the Lord. He is not pleased with our leftovers, our scraps or doing some things in our own good
time when it is convenient for us. He has always been a God of sacrifice, even sacrificing Jesus Christ. If men will
sacrifice their time, energy and finances, we will see another Great Awakening and stop the nations from following the
beast government that most nations will follow according to the book of Revelation.
On Tuesday, January 12th, the team attended a prayer meeting led by the Family Research Council, with Tony Perkins
in attendance. I felt led (confirmed by Dennis M. and Dick Simmons) to go with Rev. Larry Tomazak, Pastor/Author,
and cameraman Eric Holmberg, who were doing a documentary on same-sex marriage, to attend a conference on the
National Marriage Battle conducted by the National Organization for Marriage with opening remarks by Bishop
Harry Jackson of High Impact Leadership Coalition. There I met Lou Engle of The Call, Inc., Rev. Louis Sheldon
of Traditional Values, and Bishop Jackson. I was also interviewed by Eric Holmberg for their same-sex marriage
documentary.

The next morning, when the team gathered together for a debriefing of the previous day’s activities, it was noted that the
Family Research Council prayer meeting which the rest of the team had attended was going very successfully until a
lady spoke up, interrupted the focused prayer, and urged the group to pray for Obama in what she thought would be a
more appropriate, supportive manner. The group noted how this broke the unity and the anointing at that time. I again
pointed out the requirement for unity, all being in one accord, which was the reason Pentecost happened, as well as every
other victory in the Bible (the Walls of Jericho, crossing the Jordan, etc). When there was division because of immaturity,
where people operated in their carnality opposing godly leadership which was giving spiritual direction, ensuring the
Word and will of God was being followed, there was always defeat (wandering another forty years in the desert; or the sin
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of Achan, Joshua 7) and responsible for causing the Israelite’s defeat in their next battle. I mentioned that the woman
should have been lovingly corrected through instruction and the meeting restored to order for solid breakthroughs. Once
again, this shows a lack of mature apostolic leadership, at least with the leader of the house, as the woman should have
been lovingly corrected and given instruction on the reasons for praying in a certain direction and style.
On Wednesday, January 13th, while we were interceding together (I would always start off in tongues until God gave
me clear direction for words to pray), I saw in a vision an octopus on top of the Capitol Building with its eight arms,
equipped with suckers, influencing not only the Members of the Senate and House of Representatives, but also the
Justices of the Supreme Court and the President and his staff in the White House. God continued to give me revelation,
which I shared with the team. The octopus represents the spiritual powers and principalities of darkness--Lucifer and the
beast which is influencing these three branches of government. I expounded that the octopus is a predator which feeds
on other prey and that it likes to deceive its prey by camouflaging itself until it strikes. If the octopus is exposed, it
squirts a cloud-like substance which acts like a smokescreen, hiding its escape, as well as paralyzing smaller victims
before it eats them. I shared that this is what is happening in Washington D.C. today as these three branches of
government are being influenced by the spirit of the beast.

Dennis M. then saw serpents and Mike D. received the word Dagon. Jonathan Q. shared some on Dagon, and I
expounded that Dagon was a god of the Philistines who was ½ man and ½ fish, which I believe helps define the spiritual
authority under Lucifer. I shared that I believe Lucifer is operating in D.C. through men influenced by demons and the
beast spirit with other spirits of the underworld. The vision of the octopus exposes these spiritual powers, principalities
and influences. I believe Dennis M. seeing the serpents is a further explanation of the legs of the octopus, meaning the
different demonic powers with different degrees of authority and assignment working under the hierarchy of Lucifer
through the beast spirit.
On Thursday, January 14th, after a time of corporate spiritual warfare intercession, I visited the Capitol Building and the
Supreme Court with Jonathan Q. and Mike L. I felt that I wanted to discern the spiritual powers ruling from the
Capitol Building and Supreme Court. I explained to the other ministers that since Dennis M. had organized this team
and was acting as its leader, we needed to operate in one accord and as a unit like Paul and Barnabas did when they got
the blessings of the elders at Antioch before they took off on their missionary journey. We cannot operate with everyone
doing what is right in their own eyes as this brings confusion, rebellion and defeat. I explained that I move apostolically
and prophetically with thousands of leaders to which I give council and who look to me as their spiritual elder and father.
I had accepted Dennis’ invitation to come to D.C., so I put myself under his leadership for this trip. Dennis blessed the
discernment I felt, and I left with Jonathan Q. and Mike L.
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Throughout the Capitol Building it was clear, as Jonathan Q. pointed out the Masonic influences, that America’s
leaders were greatly influenced by forces and powers that were contrary to the Holy Spirit. When I visited the gallery of
the House of Representatives, I discerned the “spirit of worldly wisdom of men and the gods -- the spirit of
compromise, intimidation, the spirit of fear and deceivableness ruling the House of Representatives.” I discerned
the need to have our team and others pray for the spirit of the Prophet to come upon righteous members of the
House of Representatives to bring correction and direction.

When I visited the gallery of the Senate and meditated, asking the Lord to reveal to me the identification of the ruling
spirits, I discerned, “the spirit of Lucifer, sub-spirit Dagon—the spirit of death and warmongering—the spirit of
intimidation—compromise and syncretism ruling the Senate.”

The Holy Spirit instructed me to have our team and

others pray for the spirit of the Apostle and Prophet to come upon righteous Senators to speak words of leadership
and correction.

Finally, when I visited the Supreme Court I was greatly troubled. After much deliberation in meditation, I discerned the
“spirit of death and murder and confusion ruling the justices of the Supreme Court and that their decisions were
bringing death and murder and confusion upon the citizens of the United States of America.” I felt led to advise the
team and others to pray for God to remove with death and disease those judges who are bringing judgment upon
America.

When the team re-assembled in the afternoon for corporate prayer with strong intercession and warfare prayer, I briefed
the team on what the Lord had revealed to me. Those of us present (Bob J. and Mike L. were busy helping solve some of
Simmons needs around the condo) started to come against those spirits.

The next day as we continued to pray with understanding what the Lord had revealed to me concerning the spirits ruling
the Capitol and the Supreme Court, the members of the team felt led that I should lead out in prayer as the point man; like
Moses with Aaron and Hur upholding his arms, so I prayed with Dennis M. and Len P. supporting me on both sides and
the other team members supporting my back.

Before we started praying I felt led to read the entire prophecy the Lord had given me for America on December 24,
1995 at 0521 hrs., including the key bullet points that I had put in the Seattle Times Newspaper on December 26th,
1997, which included earthquakes throughout America. I also read the vision the Lord gave me at 1152 hrs, Thursday
February 12th, 2009 concerning the United States of America.
Note: Six months before 9/11, I spoke in New York on Christian Television for five days, as well as five nights at the
YWCA, warning them of skyscrapers falling, etc. Three times before Katrina I flew to New Orleans and held meetings
warning pastors and others that judgment was coming to New Orleans because of the wickedness of the people. After
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9/11 the Lord told me that 1000 times more people in America will die as the people in America have not repented for
their idolatry, immorality, killing the innocent or dividing the land of Israel. All they want to do is continue their immoral
lifestyle in peace and safety, but they do not recognize that God allowed this to come upon them because of the sins of the
nation.

I explained this originally to Dr. Larry Bates on his 2-hour talk show on syndicated radio. Dr. Bates had been a
member of the House of Representatives from Tennessee, and we had spoken in conferences throughout America. Dr.
Bates had heard me speak on the judgment coming upon America unless she repents. Dr. Bates called me immediately
after 9/11 and invited me to be interviewed on his radio talk show concerning what I thought of the politicians, Hollywood
stars, and different religious leaders going into the cathedral to pray. I called it the prayer of blasphemy since there was
no repentance. I made it clear that, as in the book of Revelation where God has warned about His plagues coming upon
the nations and about those who persecute His church, so the 3 million people dying in America cannot be prayed away.
God knows that no matter what we do in praying and preaching, people will continue to defy Him until their heart is
broken through suffering before a real repentance takes place (nation wide revival).

With this additional information for the team to consider, I started interceding. I picked up a rod that Mike D. had
mentioned that I should use days earlier when we walked to the White House to pray, and that I should point the rod (as
Moses had done) while leading the warfare prayer. At this time I felt prompted by the Holy Spirit to point it toward the
Capitol Building, the Supreme Court, and the White House, as I led in the warfare intercession prayers against the
spiritual powers that had already been revealed to me in visions and discernment while I was in prayer and meditation at
these three branches of government.

I pointed out to the team that our warfare intercession involved the heavenly hosts doing battle against the
principalities and powers of darkness which are influencing the decisions of men who vote and give direction to this
nation. This is a critical part of the battle for the survival of this nation. I explained that in eschatology, America’s destiny
is not positively identified. Anyone who tries to say that America’s destiny is revealed in the scriptures does not do so
with education, but with personal interpretation and belief.

I went on to explain that my background was in the Air Force where I was assigned to a Strategic Air Command base,
then as a deputy sheriff where I was a member of the SWAT Team, and later as the President of the Spokane Fellowship
of Christian Peace Officers. I hold two Bachelors, two Masters and two Doctorate Degrees in General Studies, Ministry,
Theology and Divinity, which have caused me to demand evidence with certainty, instead of fabrication and ignorance. I
have served as pastor of 5 churches, and am currently President of World Ministries International working with
Government and Church leaders throughout the world. I am Chancellor of World Ministries School of Theology, and I
minister to millions through radio, television, crusades, conferences and newsletters.
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It is clear to me in the scriptures that some nations fight the anti-Christ instead of following him. Note: America is the
only nation on earth that was founded on the Word of God. In my understanding of the Word of God, Christians are
supposed to be ambassadors of Jesus Christ on the earth, going forth to make disciples of all nations. If we fail in our
responsibilities of evangelism, discipiling, and correcting (being salt), then according to Jesus we are good for nothing but
the dunghill and will be ruled by the pagans/liberals; thus, following eventually the Beast Government described in the
Book of Revelation.

To be clear, releasing the heavenly hosts in prayer to do battle against the demonic powers to temporarily clear up the
confusion and deceivableness upon the leaders of this nation and citizens throughout America, is similar in war to first
using the Air force planes to bomb prior to allowing the ground forces to go into battle. We need to intercede now and
urge others to intercede, but we still need to go forth and preach, teach, and correct. The angelic armies of the Lord will
do their job against the demonic hordes, but men must represent Jesus by preaching, teaching, admonishing, exhorting,
and correcting so that the citizens of America have the sanity to make a decision to turn back to Jesus Christ instead of
continuing to rebel against the truth, thus bringing back deceivableness. What is needed in America for its salvation is
another Great Awakening, first by the majority of the Church. Next, we need another Great Awakening toward the
citizens for evangelism and a turning back to traditional values and beliefs that preserve and bless a nation instead of
destabilizing and destroying a nation. The citizens of America are so immoral and pagan.

In 1962 the Supreme Court made the decision to remove prayer from the schools within the first year and the
removal of Bible reading the next year, replacing it with the animal kingdom’s morality and values taught with the theory
called evolution. All vestiges of our American history showing leaders of this nation had a Christian faith based on the
Bible have been removed from the public schools, and a revisionist history is now being taught that justifies immorality,
abortion, homosexuality, same sex marriages, world citizenship, etc.

Leaders of this nation are destroying traditional values based on the Bible and continually work toward the
dissolution of the Republic and Constitution of the United States and the Bill of Rights. There needs to be a
tremendous amount of re-education with truth, as only truth takes away deception and prayer releases the angels of the
Lord to do battle against the different spirits that I have already mentioned that bring confusion, deception, murder and
death upon the people in this nation. Daily pray against the powers of darkness, and pray for yourself that you can do the
will of God and speak the truth. Truth takes away deception and prayer brings conviction upon those to whom the truth
has been spoken. It still remains up to the people to finally obey the truth or return to their evil ways.

I initially prayed with tongues loudly, eventually coming against those principalities and powers of darkness with much
energy and anointing with the English language commanding the heavenly hosts to do battle with the demoniac powers of
darkness ruling the House of Representatives, the Senate, the Supreme Court and the White House. The order of this
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warfare was pointing my rod first toward the Capitol building mentioning the ruling spirits over the Capitol, remembering
the vision of the octopus over the Capitol building and interceding against the spirit of Dagon, a beast demoniac power,
and releasing the angels of the Lord to do battle against this stronghold and strongman.

I named the spirits influencing members of the House of Representatives (spirit of worldly wisdom of men and the gods,
spirit of compromise, intimidation, fear and deceivableness) and commanded the heavenly hosts to do battle against them.
I also prayed that the spirit of the Prophet would come upon righteous members of the house to bring correction.

I then pointed the rod toward the Senate and named the spirits controlling the Senators which the Lord had revealed to
me when I visited the gallery of the Senate several days prior (spirit of Lucifer and Dagon, death, warmongering,
intimidation, compromise, and syncretism) and again commanded the heavenly hosts to do battle against them. I prayed
that the spirit of the Apostle and Prophet would come upon righteous Senators to speak words of leadership and
correction.

After finishing the intercession over the Capitol, House of Representatives, and Senate, I pointed the rod toward the
Supreme Court and interceded, commanding the heavenly hosts to do battle with the spiritual strongholds and strongmen
controlling the Supreme Court and once again naming the spirits (death, murder, compromise) that I had previously
discerned when I visited the courtroom of the Supreme Court. In my closing prayer over the Supreme Court I led the
warfare intercession for God to remove with death and disease those judges who are bringing judgment upon this
nation.

Finally, pointing the rod toward the White House, I interceded that the beast would be driven out of the United
States and for other nations to follow him if they desired, but for America to choose to fight the spirit of the beast and
eventually the anti-Christ himself instead of cooperating with him, remembering that there will be nations that do resist.
Mike D. prayed that Obama would be confused and like Nebuchadnezzar driven away unless he repents.

When directing our praying toward the Capitol and the White House, I prayed against the spiritual powers of the
Pergamos altar (Rev 2:13). Note: On Wednesday I had the team watch a DVD with attorney Stephen Pidgeon who
spoke with me at one of my conferences, and he brought out that Adolph Hitler knew about the Pergamos altar and the
power it supposedly possessed to rule the world. In 1933 Adolph Hitler had the Pergamos altar taken from the museum in
Berlin, Germany, and re-assembled in Nuremberg so that he could speak in front of it. This Pergamos altar, which is the
seat of Satan, was in modern Turkey in the Apostle John’s time, but the altar was transported stone by stone to Europe in
1880 and re-constructed in the Berlin museum in 1897.

Barack Hussein Obama made a replica of the Pergamos altar in the Denver, Colorado coliseum and spoke in front
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of it when he received the Democratic presidential nomination under a white horse. According to Revelation 6:1, the
white horse’s name is Thunder, and that was the name of the white horse that Obama stood under.

As I was remembering the Masonic signs all through the Capitol building, and also remembering the prophecy for
America where one of the key bullet points is that there will be earthquakes throughout America, I had an impression
that the Capitol building could be damaged or destroyed by an earthquake or an attack, as another bullet point of the
American prophecy is that a nuclear attack was going to strike Washington D.C. I found myself and the others praying
“come down.” I explained after the prayers that the building could be repaired or rebuilt so that it would be a place
where the Holy Spirit could tabernacle.
On Friday, January 15th, Dennis M. asked all to be quiet and see if Jesus would speak to anyone clearly.
At 10:53 a.m. I received from the Holy Spirit the following:
“For I have called you for such a time like this to raise up and tear down; to warn the nations of my soon return; to
fearlessly exalt My name and reprove and rebuke the lies of My arch enemy; to victoriously usher in a nation with
revival of truth and righteousness, birthed by prayer and travail, to mandate the terms of peace for this nation
and to have fellowship, blessing, and salvation for America once again.”

At 11:10 a.m. I received from the Lord:
“My time is coming. It is quickly coming to remove the power of rebellion and darkness from every hall and
palace throughout the nations. But, now I want you to go forth in my name and do battle with my armor and
authority, with my gifts and weapons and take back for me what is designated for you to accomplish before your
time, man’s time has ended.”

Jonathan Q. and Dennis M. also received a very similar word!
On Monday, January 18th, while walking at 6:00 a.m. by myself, I received the following word:
“My son, my son, do you not know that there are prayer altars and Satanists placed in strategic locations here and
throughout the United States of America interceding as you are doing, only they are interceding against me and for
the fall of America so America follows the One World Government and the beast.”

When I returned to the location where the team was praying, I informed them of what the Lord had just made known to
me so that we all could be aware of the serious determination of our enemies. We prayed for several hours at Simmons’
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residence, and then all seven of us walked around the Supreme Court; the Capitol Building and the White House. Earlier
in the week, Mike D. felt led that we were supposed to do that as a united team, and I confirmed that as he declared it, as I
was also receiving the same instructions from the Lord.

Note: Walking around these buildings was a symbolic gesture as the real warfare in intercession and prayer had been
accomplished during the six days prior in daily intense prayer. This now was an act of obedience which is faith to obey
the direction of the Lord which came through intercession.

For clarity, I stretched forth the rod toward the direction of these buildings at the times we were doing the intense, loud,
anointed warfare as an act of obedience, as Mike D. had received in Simmons’ condo. I did not carry the rod when we
were walking around the buildings in unison or when I was leading the team in praying at the gate of the White House. I
did not discern that this was the time for drawing attention toward us as all things must be done in the Lord’s timing, but
that there would be another time that the Lord would choose to draw attention to what the Lord wants me to say
publicly to the nation. I felt the Lord say to me that if I did such an attention getting act now, I would be negated as a
“nut case” and that the doors that God wanted to open for me later would be closed. I do not mind at all being labeled a
“nut case”, “fruit cake”, or whatever, because I have done many crazy things according to man’s reasoning.

But, I do

care that I do such things in the perfect timing of God and by His direction.

The team also interceded throughout the week for the election between Scott Brown and Coakley in the State of
Massachusetts for the Senate seat, replacing Senator Edward M. Kennedy who had held that seat for 47 years.
On Sunday, January 17th between 10:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. we again interceded with intense spiritual warfare. I led
the prayer as follows:
“I call on the Heavenly Hosts to do battle in Massachusetts to fight the strongmen (spirits influencing Obama &
Kerry) and strongholds (spirits operating in Massachusetts) in Massachusetts so that the people have the freedom
without confusion and deceivableness to elect the most righteous candidate between Brown and Coakley.”
Coakley is a democrat and strongly supported Obama’s health care package, which would be used as another means of
controlling and ushering America into total socialism and the New World Order. Note: Three weeks prior to the election
in Massachusetts, Coakley was ahead by 30 points and all experts had written off Brown’s chances of victory. Yet,
prayer and truth brought Brown the victory and temporarily gave America more time to continue to do spiritual
warfare so that the demonic influence could be abated and so men can speak the truth, giving people a chance to respond
with clear understanding. This is the only hope for survival; through another Great Awakening of this nation back to
Jesus Christ.
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I went into Senator Edward Kennedy’s office with some other ministers and sat in Kennedy’s chair where he would
conduct conference meetings, sitting in proxy for a more righteous person to fill his position, and I prayed along those
sentiments.
Dennis M. and I also went to Washington State Senator Patty Murray’s office and I stood in proxy for Clint Didier
and prayed that if Ms. Murray doesn’t repent of her voting positions which are contrary to the scriptures, that Clint Didier
would become the next Senator of the State of Washington. Some of us also visited the office of Senator Michael Enzis
of Wyoming, who is a Christian, to pray blessings over his office.
On Tuesday, January 19th from 5:15 p.m. to 5:45 p.m., Bob J., Dennis M., Jonathan Q., Len P. and I met with
Congresswoman Cathy McMorris Rodgers from Washington State in her office to encourage her and to pray for her.
Cathy is a Christian, and I shared with her the spirits I discerned ruling the Senate, the House of Representatives and the
Supreme Court. I also shared how I felt there was a soft revolution in America with a created crisis to try to dissolve
the sovereignty of the United States and move us into Socialism and a One World Government. I laid hands on her and
prayed that God would grant her favor, strength, fearlessness and anointing, and for her to rise up as a prophetess in the
House of Representatives to give clear correction and guidance. I prayed that God would cover her under His blood; that
His angels would be around her; that He would give her victory and peace; that she and her family would be free from
danger, accident, harm or disease; and that she would rise in leadership in this nation.

After the prayer, Cathy gave us passes into the House of Representatives which was in session. While there in the
gallery I received these words: “House of Representatives—animals will follow the beast.” The interpretation is that
the spirit of the Prophet in the House of Representatives is desperately needed as the spirits ruling the House were
influencing many members to follow and vote for laws instigated by the beast spirit. As I watched I noticed how many
ungodly house members were acting like they were in a bar room rather than in the U.S. House of Representatives. The
“spirit of lawlessness”, another name for the beast in the Book of Revelation, certainly was discernable.

Note: When I was leading in prayer pointing the rod toward the Capitol Building, the Supreme Court, and White
House with the members of the team supporting me, I came under an attack in my side and needed water and
prayer. When you get into this type of intense spiritual warfare fighting the principalities and powers of darkness, they
will try to attack you, your family, your business, ministry, etc.
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From left: Mike L., Len P., Bob J., Mike D.,

The White House
Dennis M., Jonathan Hansen, Len P.

Jonathan Hansen, Jonathan Q., Dennis M.

The Capitol Building
From left: Dennis M., Mike L., Jonathan Hansen,
Mike D., Len P., Jonathan Q., Bob J.

Office of Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers of WA
Dennis M., Jonathan Hansen, Cathy McMorris Rodgers,
Len P., Jonathan Q., Bob J.

Len P., Dick Simmons, Jonathan Hansen

The Supreme Court
Jonathan Hansen, Jonathan Q.
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